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ABSTRACT 
 
With the rapid development of innovative computer technology, the computing environment of the workflow has 
become distributed and heterogeneous. Security management of WMS becomes weak. And the possibility of security 
leak will increased. The important information and the data are threatened more and more seriously. The security 
problem of workflow has become the hot spot in current research institutions and organizations concerned. 
Role-based access control model (RBAC) simplifies the permit management. It also reflects the access control 
mechanism in the organization and the enterprises. So the RBAC is very popular to design the workflow. In this 
paper, we present the multi access control security model based on roles. We propose the implicit and explicit 
authority management based on the roles. These measures enforce the security of this mode in computer 
environment. The first part of this paper is the introduction of the related problem. The second part is the concept of 
access control based on role. The third part is the multi access control security model based on roles. Then, the final 
part is the authority management. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Workflow management system is an apply software generated for workflow. With the development of workflow 
technology, computer technology, network technology, database technology and workflow management system has 
been widely used in manufacturing, commodity circulation, financial management, office automation and other 
areas. The workflow management system provides efficient and flexible process management for the above areas 
[1-3]. On the one hand, the research on workflow management system is more and more in-depth. People are 
increasingly dependent on the business process of workflow management systems. On the other hand, workflow 
management system has been exposed more and more information security problems which make people have to 
consider whether to use the workflow management system [4]. Therefore, the information security problem of 
workflow management system has become a major problem in academic and industrial circles. 
 
In 1998, WFMC released the workflow security white paper. In this paper, the organization divides the security of 
workflow into eight aspects:  authentication, authorization, access control, audit, data privacy, data integrity, 
non-repudiation and safety management [5]. So far, many scholars have studied on the access control problems. 
They put forward some access control models, such as the Discretionary Access Control (DAC) [6, 7], Mandatory 
Access Control (MAC) [8-9], Task-based Access Control Model [10], Role-based Access Control Model and RBAC 
[11-14] etc. The basic idea of the DAC model is that using the access control list (ACL) to describe the access 
permission relationship between interviewed object and subject directly [8]. DAC is easy to use, but it has low 
flexibility. It can’t adapt to the workflow management of user authority transfer, because there is no intermediary 
between the subject and the object. MAC model defines the object security level firstly. Then, it strengthens the 
special protection safety level of the object by the classification management of access permission. At the same time, 
it lacks the flexibility of authorization. Therefore, the MAC model can’t also adapt to the workflow management of 
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user authority transfer [9]. The TBAC model is no longer to set permission in the workflow management for the 
surveyed object. But it asks for authorization in the business process and associates the various entities in access 
control. The TBAC model is able to express the business process execution between steps and access control clearly. 
But the user's visual figure is not intuitive in access control. The TBAC model lacks the transfer of user support 
because it can’t express the relations directly between task and user authorization. The RBAC model takes the role 
as a user and interviews object between media and assign that through a role to object and user to role to realize the 
two phase authorization. In the RBAC model, roles can represent the positions or departments. The user can even be 
individuals or groups [11]. The RBAC model has become the authorization mechanism of workflow management in 
natural selection [12]. Many scholars research the workflow access control model based on role. In 1992, Ferraiolo 
and Kuhn proposed the role access control based on this concept firstly [13]. Then, the domestic and foreign 
scholars have done a lot of researches on the RBAC model, especially for the RBAC model in a workflow 
management system. In 1996, Sandhu proposed the RBAC96 model. Bertino and Ferrari proposed authorization 
constraint language in a workflow management system based on role in 1999[14].Botha and Eloff summed up the 
four separation demands: role conflict, conflict license, user conflict and task conflict [15]. With the continuous 
deepening research of mobile agent technology [16], Cichocki et al put forward the concept of migrating workflow 
in 1999 [17-18].  This concept soon became a new direction of workflow research. Working place provides the 
run-time service and workflow services, such as immigration, emigration, authentication, authorization, 
communication, data access and programs etc. Scholars research migrating workflow modeling [19-21]. For 
example, migrating instance routing [22], working position of active [23] and the communication mechanism of 
migrating workflow [24].  
 
Based on the above model, this paper proposes a new role based on access control model of multi-layer safety 
aiming at the safety problem of workflow. And this workflow is based on the role. Its authorized management is 
studied. We put forward the concept of DcAC to manage and task the related documentation. The workflow model 
has characteristics of authorized management centralized, policy neutral and security high granularity. It also 
supports the principle of least privilege and separation of duty. 

 
ACCESS CONTROL MODEL BASED ON ROLE 
The basic idea of the access control model bases on role (RBAC) which is the set of permission. The user obtains 
permissions through roles assignment. Then, the system can achieve or change the control strategy though the multi 
to multi assignment among user, role and permission. 
 
RBAC includes three parts: user, role and permission. The user is the subject to operate on the data object. It can be 
personal, computer or robot. A role is a task or job title within the scope of organizations. It represents the task 
category specific. Permission is the access license to the objects in the system. It is similar to the concept of "insert, 
delete, change" in the system. 
 
The entity relationship of RBAC is showed in figure 1 
 

 
 

Figure.1 The entity relationship of RBAC 
 

The RBAC96 model consists of four sub models: RBAC0, RBAC1, RBAC2 and RBAC3.RBAC0 is the basic 
mode.RBAC1 introduces the concept of role hierarchy on the basis RBAC0. RBAC2 introduces some constraints on 
the basis of RBACO.RBAC3 is the organic combination of the first three models. 
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Figure.2 Schematic diagram of RBAC96 model 
 
Definition: 

(1) ( , , , )U R P S (user, role, permission, speak) 

(2) PA P P⊆ × (permission assignment, many to many relationship) 

(3) RH R R⊆ × ( A partial ordering relation of role relationship or role levels, express as ≥  ) 

(4) : 2RRoles S →  
 
MULTI ACCESS CONTROL SECURITY MODEL BASED ON ROLES 
As we all know, a workflow is consisted of many tasks which can complete the functions.  Because these tasks 
contact each other, they complete the functions in a cooperative way. The related workflow permission mechanism 
should be reflected in a workflow management system to make sure that the tasks can be executed within the 
specified time. 
 
A workflow can be composed of multi-layers. The whole system can be expressed as the integration of different 
levels. Interactions between two tiers are triggered by events and management. Monitoring between different layers 
is authorized by each layer. 
 
In this paper, the security model is based on the concept of role. The workflows are authorized by each layer.  
 
3.1 The basic definition of elements 
The basic elements involve in the multi access control security model based on the roles are: 

 
 

Figure.3 security control model 
 
When the workflow definition is in the process of executing, it needs to transfer the documents, information and 
tasks among the participants according to some rules. When RBAC is combined with workflow, we must consider 
how to handle the relationship among documents, tasks and roles. Now we introduce the security workflow model 
which is based on RBAC. This model will focus on the right management among these three aspects. It strengthens 
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the management on the part of the document authority. Permission divides into the display management and the 
implicit management. Besides, we definite the concepts of DcAC, EP, EPA and IPA. 
 
The entities in the model include role, user, permission, constraint, task, task instance, document access control 
specification, document and session. Their definition, representation and related functions are as following: 
 
(1)R:The role set corresponds to the position or the job in the organization. It can be an abstract concept. It can also 
be the position and rights corresponding to the specific application fields. 
 
(2)U:The user set is the main subject to visit the data resource in the computer system. It can be a person or an 
intelligent agent. 
 
(3)P:The permission set is an abstract description about the permissions which the tasks have. It can be expressed as 

the set about an object(O) and the operation(P). {( , )}P O OP o op= × =  
 
(4)C:The permission constraint set can apply to every entity and relation in a model. It can achieve the higher level 
security management strategies such as the separation of duties. 
 
(5)T:The task set is the smallest unit which can be distinguished in the workflow. 
 
(6)TI: The task instance set is a specific task execution. A task can correspond to multiple instances according to a 
different context. Therefore, it exists one to many mapping. We call it as the instance mapping. It is as following:

:M T TI: .The definition corresponds to all instances set in a task. For example, 1 2( ) { , , , }j mM t ti ti ti=  means 

that there are m task instances correspond to the task jt . 
 
(7)D:The document set is the existence form of the data in the model. 
 
(8)DcAC: It is document access control instructions set and manages the documents which are related to tasks. It 
also manages the operations about the documents. DcAC is the set about the documents and the operations. It is 
corresponding to the task and represents the operation permissions and the access sequence that the tasks have. This 

set can be expressed as following: {( , )}DcAC d op D OP P= ∈ × ∈ .There are two mapping among the tasks, 

documents and Dcac: (exp )F licit dcac mapping  and (exp )G licit document permission assignment . 
 

 :F T DcAC: :It defines a one-to-one mapping between the task and DcAC such as ( )i iF t dcac= .When any 
instance is running in the task, the corresponding DcAC will be instantiated with the instance. 
 
 :G DcAC D OP×: :It defines the set about documents and operations which the DcAC contains. For example:

1 1 2 2( ) {( , ), ( , ), , ( , )}j j j j j jk jkG dcac d op d op d op=  . 
 
We can get the combined function :F G T D OP× :  according to the definition between F and G. We can know 
D OP P× ∈  according to the definition of permission (P).Therefore, DcAC is equivalent to the intermediary 
between the task T and the permission P. It authorizes the management of documents. It eases the workload and 
enhances the authorization management model. 
 
(9)S: The session set is a span. It corresponds one-to-one to the user and the task instance. They have a mapping 
relationship as the following: 
 
 :SI S TI: .It defines the one-to-one mapping between the session and the task instance.

, , ( )s S ti TI SI s ti∀ ∈ ∈ = . 

 :SU S U: .It defines the one-to-one mapping between the session and the user. , , ( )s S u U SU s u∀ ∈ ∈ = . 
 
(10)E: The set of events. Events are the sign of trigging the beginning and the end of the tasks in workflow. 
 
(11)TAC: Tasks accessibility control. This means the required conditions to complete tasks.  
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3.2 Definition of the relations between elements 

(1) :PR D P→ is the permissions which are obtained from documents and data.  1 2( ) { , , , }i nPR d pi pi pi=  is the 

permissions 1 2, , , npi pi pi obtained from documents and data id  Generally speaking, ( )iPR d p⊆ . 
 
(2) :F T TAC→ is a map controlled by each task. It is the accessibility of the corresponding task. 
 
(3) :G TAC DxPR→ is a pair of the permissions controlled by accessibility of the corresponding task from the 
documents and data. 
 
(4) :PT P T→ is the task of the permissions. 
 

(5) : ( : ) 2RSUS u user → is a reflect from the user sets to role sets. 
 
3.3 Permission process 
The permission process in this model is that system authorizes during task execution when calling a task or 

cancelling a task and the permissions of the data related in task. Function ()timestamp is integral expression of the 
current time. 
 
Definition 1: This model assigns corresponding tasks to each role to make sure the correctness of the authorized 

( , )
{

( ){ }
}

Assign t r
if t T and r R
if t F t t r

∈ ∈
∈ →

 
 
Definition 2: This model assigns corresponding permission to each role to make sure the authorized integrity 

( , )
{

( , )
( , ())

}
}

GrantT t p
if t T and p P
assign t r
granted t timestamp

∈ ∈

 
 
Definition 3: This model will take back the permission of the tasks after the tasks are over to make sure the 
authorized integrity. 
Re ( , , )

{
( , , ()){

( , , ());
}

( , ())
}
}

vokeT t p r
if t T and p P and r R
for all granted t p timestamp
revoked t p timestamp

granted t timestamp

∈ ∈ ∈

 
 
Definition 4: This model will generate the events in the tasks to make sure the authorized integrity. 

( , )
{

( , ())
}

GenerateE t e
if t T and e E

generated e timestamp
∈ ∈

 
 
Definition 5: This model will authorize control conditions to the documents and data in execution time to make sure 
the authorized integrity. 
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( , , )
{

( ( , )) ( , , ){
( , , ());

}
}

GrantD t d p
if t T and e E and p P
if exist granted t p and not revoke t p r
granted d p timestamp

∈ ∈ ∈

 
 
Definition 6: This model will take back the permission of the documents and data after the tasks are over to make 
sure the authorized integrity. 
Re ( , , )

{
( ( , )) ( , , ){

exp ( ()){
( , , ());

}
}

}

vokeD t d p
if t T and d D and p P
if exist granted d p and not revoke d p r
if ired timestamp
revoked d p timestamp

∈ ∈ ∈

 

 
PERMISSION MANAGEMENT 
Although the multi-level security control model can improve the safety of the model, there are still some loopholes 
in the authorization process. We present explicit permission and implicit permission to strengthen the security of 
model. 
 
Explicit permission (EP) is the link between the task set and the set of operations. The EP is assigned to a role and 
this relationship is called explicit permission assignment (EPA). 
 
Implicit permissions (IP) is the link between the task instance and the set of operations. If a task is assigned to a role, 
then all task instances which are associated with the task are assigned to the role. This is called implicit permission 
assignment (IPA). 
 
4.1 The Permission Relation in the Model 
Kandala and Sandhu put forward the explicit permission, explicit permission assignment, implicit permission and 
implicit permission assignment in the literature. The model uses a similar but different definition to explain the 
permission of the model. 
 

(1)Explicit Permission (EP): The set of two-tuples ( , )o op .The subject object is the role while the object is the task 

and the document in the model. EP is divided into (exp )TEP licit permission on task and 
(exp )DEP icit permission on document . Therefore, EP TEP DEP O OP= ∪ ⊆ × . 

 
(2)Explicit Permission Assignment (EPA): It assigns EP to roles. That is, EPA EP R= × . 
 
(3)Implicit Permission (IP): It is the permission which relates to the instances. It also includes TIP and DIP. 
Therefore, IP TIP DIP O OP= ∪ ⊆ × . 
 
(4)Implicit Permission Assignment (IPA): It assigns IP to the roles. That is, IPA IP R= × .IPA is completed according 
to EPA. 
 
We need to achieve two part authority managements in the model. 
 
(1)One person operates the document which he owns. It means that any instances own the same operations to these 
documents in a task. 
 
(2)The role operates the task execution. The role has the same operation for every instance in the task. In this paper, 
the subject of the model is the roles while the object of the model is tasks and documents. Among them, the roles 
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and tasks are direct association. The tasks and the documents are association directly. Roles associate with the 
documents according to the tasks. Roles have different operations between the tasks and the documents. For 

example, the roles may have the operation of the tasks { , , }TOP execute commit abort= .The roles may have the 

operation to the documents: { , , / }DOP read write read write= .We separate the two part operation. We introduce the 
entity DcAC. It is used to manage the operations of the documents which are related to the tasks. According to the 
previous DcAC and the definition of the permission, the content of the DcAC is actually a part of the permission 
(P).Because of the one-to-one relationship between the task and DcAC, we can take the DcAC and the permission 
which related to the task as a whole DcAC TEP∪ .That is, we assign the EP to the roles. We call it EPA. We regard 
the DcAC and the tasks as a whole. A task may include multiple instances. Therefore, every DcAC can link a task 
instance. If a role has the permission to execute a task and a related document, the role will have the same 
permission to any instances of the task.  That is IPA. We achieve the above two parts of the authority management 
through these mechanisms. 
 

 
 

Figure.4 The model authorization management pattern 
 
5.4 The Formal Description and the Graphical Representation 
(1)The model entities include: the role set(R),the user set(U),the permission set(P),the constraint set(C),the task 
set(T),the task instance set(TI),the document access control set(DcAC),the document set(D) and the session set(S). 
 
(2) RH R R∈ × is called as the role hierarchy. It is a partially ordered set about the roles. It can be expressed by . 
 

(3) ( )UA U R User Assignment⊆ ×  
 
(4) OP DOP TOP= ∪  
 
(5)TEP TOP T= ×  
 
(6) DEP DOP D T DcAC T= × × = ×  
 
(7) EP TEP DEP TOP DcAC T= × = × ×  
 
(8)TIP TOP TI= ×  
 
(9) DIP DOP D TI DcAC TI= × × = ×  
 

(10) {( , , ) | [( , , ) ] ( )}i iIP TIP DIP TOP DcAC TI op dcac t op dcac t EP t M t= × = × × = ∃ ∈ ∧ ∈  
 
(11) P EP IP= ∪  
 
(12) EPA EP R⊆ ×  
 

(13) {( , , , ) | [( , , , ) ] ( )}i i i iIPA IP R r op dcac t r op dcac t EPA t M t= × = ∃ ∈ ∧ ∈  
 

(14) ( )PA permission assignment EPA IPA= ∪  
 

(15) : 2IPpermission R : .It defines the mapping between the role and the permission. If there exist the role 
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hierarchy, the mapping between roles and the permission can be expressed as following: : 2IPpermission R∗ :  
( ) {( , , ) | [( , , , ) ] ( )}i i i ipermission r op dcac t r op dcac t EPA t M t= ∃ ∈ ∧ ∈  
( ) {( , , ) | ( )[( , , , ) ] ( )}i i i i ipermission r op dcac t r r r op dcac t EPA t M t∗ = ∃ ∈ ∧ ∈  

 
The secure workflow model is based on the roles. The explicit and implicit authority management can be expressed 
by the graphics as shown: 
 

 
 

Figure.5: The secure workflow model which is based on the roles and the explicit, implicit authority management 
 
4.3 The Analysis of the Safety and the Characteristics 
(1) We discuss the authority relation between the roles and the tasks. And we also discuss the relation among the 
task instances, the documents, the tasks and the roles. 
 
(2)We provide fine-grained access control. The task which is defined in the model is the smallest distinguished unit 
in the logic. We adopt the DcAC components and manage the document and the operation which are related to task 
instance. These measures improve the function of the authority management in the system greatly. 
 
(3)It puts the concept of UA, EP, IP and IPA. They are responsible for the management and the access operation that 
the control roles to the object (the task, the data). 
 
(4)It supports the two famous security principles. 
The principle of the least privilege. The user can obtain the related permission to execute the task access document 
according to activate the role. When the task execution document access is completed, the user must release the 
permission that it has obtained. 
The principle of the separation of duties. In the model, we distribute appropriate roles to the different tasks. It can 
achieve by selecting the appropriate user. During the modeling phase, it can only achieve the static separation of 
duties. For the dynamic separation for duties, it needs the WMS provide the corresponding historical components to 
achieve. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

The computer technology and workflow technology have been applied to the office and enterprise widely. Workflow 
management system (WFMS) is facing more and more security problems to be solved. How to ensure the security of 
WFMS, protect the WFMS system and the security sensitive data have become a research focus in many research 
institutions. 
 
This model uses the workflow based on the role as the background, and the workflow separates from the control 
level. We regard the workflow as a multilayer architecture to analyze the authorization of each level. In this model, 
the workflow model is divided into workflow layer, control layer and data layer. In the multi-state model, workflow 
layer and data layer is authorized through the detection of the events which are created in the control flow layer. At 
the same time, we design a secure workflow model based on the role and explicit, implicit authorization 
management of the combination between the workflow and RBAC96. Firstly, we state the model and put forward 
the concept of DcAC. It is used to manage and operate the documents which are related to the tasks. Secondly, we 
analyze the authorization relationship of the model and define the four concepts: EP, MEPA, IP and IPA. Then, we 
show the model by using the formal description and the graphical. The novelty of the model is that we put forward 
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the concepts of DcAC, UA, EP, EPA and IPA. It makes the workflow have some characteristics of the centralized 
authorized management, the neutral policy and the high security granularity. It also supports the principle of least 
privilege and the separation of duties. 
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